
Good morning. Nice 
to see you!



To know:

✔ some adjectives (прилагательные) 
describing a person & his character;

✔ word formation (словообразование) 
with help of  un-, in-, im-, non;

✔ the usage of the word change .



         To be able to:

✔  give the English / Russian equivalents;

✔ give the opposites;

✔ arrange the words according to their meaning;

✔ make up new words using the model;

✔ read & translate the sentences containing the 
word change, say what part of speech it is.



Snowball 

 clever

clever & shy

clever, shy & loving



Agree or disagree
 I agree with you.

I disagree with you.

▪ Your mother is kind.  
    - I agree with you. My mother is kind.
▪ Your sister is very talkative. 
   - I disagree with you. My sister is not very 

talkative.

 



Divide the adjectives into two columns 
according to their meaning

Appearance (внешность) Traits of character 

beautiful, polite, unfriendly, good-looking, 
noisy, cruel, clever, pretty, quiet, nice, 
sociable, ugly 



The key:       Divide the adjectives into two 
columns according to their meaning

Appearance Traits of character 
beautiful polite

good-looking unfriendly
pretty noisy
nice cruel
ugly clever

quiet
sociable



Grammar Discoveries

 un
im
in

non

unfriendly

impolite
infamous
non-athletic



The key:

1. sociable

2. creative

3. shy

4. talkative

5. rude

6. intelligent



What letters are missing?
1. cre_t_ve
2. b_av_
3. s_ciab_e
4. st_pi_
5. cl_ve_
6. at_le_ic
7. p_l_te
8. c_rio_s
9. n_ug_ty

10. cr_el



The Key:
1. creative
2. brave
3. sociable
4. stupid
5. clever
6. athletic
7. polite
8. curious
9. naughty

10. cruel



Read and translate the sentences, 
name parts of speech of the word change

1. Is it my change?
2. The weather is rainy. You have to change 

your shoes.
3. Sorry, I have no change.
4. Where can I change my Russian money for 

American dollars?
5. I would like to go to the park for a change.
6. Did your mother change her job last month?


